PRODUCT WELL-BEING CLAIMS DIRECTORY
USDA ORGANIC

TRISCUIT ORGANIC
ORIGINAL WHOLE GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS

TRISCUIT THIN CRISPS
ORGANIC ORIGINAL WHOLE
GRAIN WHEAT CRACKERS

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR
PEANUT BUTTER
(2.5 OZ & SNACK SIZE)

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR CHOCOLATE
COVERED PEANUT BUTTER
SNACK SIZE

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR DARK CHOCOLATE
CHIP PEANUT BUTTER
(2.5 OZ & SNACK SIZE)

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR
COCONUT PEANUT BUTTER

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR
CHOCOLATE MINT

PERFECT SNACKS
PERFECT BAR PUMPKIN
PIE SEASONAL BATCH

CLIF BAR NUT BUTTER
BAR PEANUT BUTTER

CLIF BAR NUT BUTTER
BAR CHOCOLATE CHIP
& PEANUT BUTTER

CLIF BAR NUT BUTTER
BAR CHOCOLATE
PEANUT BUTTER

CLIF KID ZBAR
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

CLIF KID ZBAR
CHOCOLATE CHIP

CLIF KID ZBAR
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN.

CLIF KID ZBAR ICED
OATMEAL COOKIE

CLIF KID ZBAR
S’MORES

Not all product sizes shown; see individual product packaging for most current nutrition & claim information.
PRODUCT WELL-BEING CLAIMS DIRECTORY

USDA ORGANIC

HU MILK CHOCOLATE
SIMPLE

HU MILK CHOCOLATE
ALMOND CRUNCH +
COCONUT FLAKES

HU MILK CHOCOLATE
NUT BUTTER FILLED
ALMOND BUTTER +
ALMOND CRUNCH

HU MILK CHOCOLATE
NUT BUTTER FILLED
CASHEW BUTTER

HU MILK CHOCOLATE
NUT BUTTER FILLED
HAZELNUT BUTTER +
HAZELNUT CRUNCH

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
ALMOND CRUNCH

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
HAZELNUT COFFEE

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
SALTY

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
SIMPLE

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CRUNCHY MINT

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
HAZELNUT BUTTER

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CASHEW BUTTER +
RASPBERRY

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
ALMOND BUTTER +
PUFFED QUINOA

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CASHEW BUTTER +
PURE VANILLA BEAN

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
VANILLA CRUNCH

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CASHEW BUTTER +
ORANGE VANILLA

HU SNACKING DARK
CHOCOLATE GEMS
SIMPLE

HU SNACKING DARK
CHOCOLATE GEMS
SALTY

HU SNACKING DARK
CHOCOLATE GEMS
MINT

HU SNACKING &
BAKING DARK
CHOCOLATE GEMS

Not all product sizes shown; see individual product packaging for most current nutrition & claim information